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Abstract

Remarkable performance has been reported to recognize single object classes. Scalability to large numbers of classes however remains an important challenge for today’s recognition methods. Several authors have promoted knowledge transfer between classes as a key ingredient to address this challenge. However, in previous work the decision which knowledge to transfer has required either manual supervision or at least a few training examples limiting the scalability of these approaches. In this work we explicitly address the question of how to automatically decide which information to transfer between classes without the need of any human intervention. For this we tap into linguistic knowledge bases to provide the semantic link between sources (what) and targets (where) of knowledge transfer. We provide a rigorous experimental evaluation of different knowledge bases and state-of-the-art techniques from Natural Language Processing which goes far beyond the limited use of language in related work. We also give insights into the applicability (why) of different knowledge sources and similarity measures for knowledge transfer.

1. Introduction

Impressive recognition results were reported on a variety of object classes based on robust local features and powerful machine learning techniques. However, these approaches often rely on large amounts of training data limiting their scalability. It is clearly desirable to address the more challenging task of simultaneous recognition of many object classes without the need for large training corpora. Reusing already acquired information by transferring knowledge between object classes has been suggested as a promising way to enable recognition of objects for which training data are scarce. The question what information to re-use in which context has been answered mostly by manual supervision [19, 27] or by providing a few bootstrap training examples [4, 14], limiting the applicability of these approaches.
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The main objective of our work is to extend such knowledge transfer approaches for object class recognition by significantly reducing the amount of needed manual supervision and training data. We do this by tapping into additional sources of information, namely linguistic knowledge bases, in order to provide the missing semantic link between sources (known object classes) and targets (unseen object classes) of knowledge transfer.

We choose two different models as the starting point of our work. In both models, knowledge transfer is realized by representing unseen object classes relative to known ones. The first model is based on an inventory of descriptive attributes (e.g. “belly”, “paw”, or “flipper”, see Fig. 1(a)). For a given class, each attribute can be either active or inactive, resulting in a characteristic association signature for that class (e.g. “seal” is associated to “belly” and “flipper”, see Fig. 1(b)). The second model is based on similarities between an unseen object class and known object classes (e.g. “leopard” is most similar to “tiger” and “G. shepherd”, see Fig. 1(c)). For both models we establish the semantic link between known and unseen classes by semantic relatedness (SR), which we measure using linguistic knowledge bases.

Based on these models, our study has two goals. The first goal is to better understand “how far we can get” in
general with replacing manual supervision or seed training data by information acquired automatically from linguistic knowledge bases. The second goal is to evaluate the impact of particular choices of linguistic knowledge bases and semantic relatedness measures and to provide insights into their usefulness for different tasks. In contrast to most related work, we go beyond simple use of tags and image captions, and apply various state-of-the-art Natural Language Processing techniques which have, to our knowledge, not been used in a similar context in computer vision.

The main contributions of our paper are as follows. First, we provide the missing semantic link for inter-object class knowledge transfer by using linguistic knowledge bases, based on two models (attribute-based and direct similarity-based). Second, for the attribute-based model, we explore different levels of automation in the knowledge transfer process. We not only determine the strengths of associations between object classes and attributes automatically using semantic relatedness, but also compile the attribute inventory automatically (see Fig. 1(a)). Third, we provide a rigorous experimental evaluation of different knowledge bases (such as WordNet [12], Wikipedia, or the World Wide Web) and semantic relatedness measures and quantify their usefulness in the context of an object class recognition task. Fourth, we discuss the major differences, together with their possible reasons, between the examined knowledge bases and semantic relatedness measures. We believe that many of these insights are transferable to other vision tasks and may motivate a move-away from using WordNet as the default option for extracting semantic information.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. After a review of related work (Sect. 2), we first introduce our model (Sect. 3) and the linguistic knowledge bases / semantic relatedness measures (Sect. 4) used in this study. We then give experimental results (Sect. 5) and conclude with an outlook (Sect. 6).

2. Related work

Due to the increasing need for scalable recognition, knowledge transfer between object classes has become an important topic in the vision literature. Amongst other directions, attribute-based representations have gained popularity recently by introducing an interpretable layer of indirection between object classes [13, 18, 29]. As attribute activations can characterize object classes without using reference exemplars they lend themselves to zero-shot classification of previously unseen object classes. Lampert et al. [19] present zero-shot classification schemes based on attributes, where the associations between attributes and object classes are obtained using manual supervision by human subjects. Farhadi et al. [10] advocate a paradigm shift from "naming" (by object classes) to "describing" (by attributes), distinguishing among common, discriminating, unusual, and unexpected attributes for object classes. In their work, zero-shot classification is phrased as a nearest-neighbor problem: a test image is classified as the most similar object class w.r.t. attribute descriptions. While the first of our object class representations is based on [19], we replace manual supervision with information extracted automatically from linguistic knowledge bases.

Other representations of transferable knowledge focus on more abstract notions of common or discriminating aspects between object classes, as practiced by the hierarchical classification schemes of Marszalek and Schmid [22] and Zweig and Weinshall [32]. Similar in spirit, several works transfer knowledge in the form of learned distance metrics [3, 14, 28] or object class priors [11, 27]. Bart and Ullman [4] encode instances of previously unknown classes as collections of "familiar" classifier responses, i.e., similarities to known classes, and apply a nearest-neighbor scheme for classification. While the second of our object class representations is also based on such direct similarities, we extend this approach to zero-shot classification. That is we do not require the availability of any reference exemplar for unknown classes, but use information obtained from linguistic knowledge bases instead.

Obviously, using vision and language resources in combination promises mutual benefits for both and has been pursued actively in the literature. Approaches range from determining the "visualness" of language entities [2, 6], over the construction of visually grounded ontologies [25, 30] to joint models of images, image tags, and image caption text [1, 20]. [9] adds search engine hit counts for learning object-background co-occurrence statistics. While these approaches clearly demonstrate the benefit of using visual and language information together, most are still limited in the knowledge sources used (mostly WordNet or image tags) and the similarity measures applied (mostly path-length based measures). To our knowledge, our work is the first to give an in-depth exploration of both the possible knowledge bases and semantic relatedness measures for computer vision in general, and more specifically for knowledge transfer between object classes.

3. Two models for knowledge transfer

The main objective of our work is to automatically decide which knowledge to transfer between object classes by tapping into different language resources. We therefore extend two previous lines of work to enable zero-shot object class recognition, namely attribute-based recognition [19] and recognition based on direct similarities [4] between object classes. Both approaches model the relationship between known classes \( y_1, \ldots, y_K \) and unseen classes \( z_1, \ldots, z_L \). In attribute-based classification, an intermediate layer of descriptive attributes \( a_1, \ldots, a_M \) serves as a level of indirection between known and unseen classes (see
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In human judgments of ten subjects [16, 23] are used as the basis of these associations. While this has led to promising recognition results for unseen object classes, the main drawback of the approach is that it requires labor-intensive manual labeling to be applicable to a new domain (new sets of classes and attributes). As the main objective of our work is to reduce this dependency on human labeling effort, in the following subsections we discuss three extensions of the attribute-based model that alleviate this limitation: 1) mining the strengths of associations between classes and attributes by measuring their semantic relatedness using linguistic knowledge bases, 2) finding these attributes automatically, and 3) using the object classes themselves as objectness attributes (similarities of classes to each other), thereby eliminating the need for attribute-finding.

Mining object class-attribute associations. Our first extension of the attribute-based classification scheme taps into various language resources in order to automatically mine object class-attribute associations (see Fig. 1(b)). For this purpose, Sect. 4 introduces both different linguistic knowledge bases as well as several text-based semantic relatedness (SR) measures, which quantify the strength of relatedness between pairs of concepts (here class-attribute pairs). Note that we have to (manually) map full-text attribute descriptions designed for human comprehension [16, 23] to concise terms which we can use as input to SR measures, which is inherently prone to drop information and is also susceptible to introducing noise (see Sect. 5).

Mining attributes. While mining class-attribute associations reduces the amount of manual supervision needed significantly, it is still relying on the definition of an appropriate inventory of descriptive attributes to start from. Ideally, these attributes should be able to discriminate between object classes (being associated to some but not all of them), provide sufficient coverage (all classes have at least a single attribute association), and be correlated to visual object class properties that can be observed in images. The creation of an appropriate attribute inventory is clearly a non-trivial task and has undoubtedly required careful engineering by [16, 23]. Our second extension thus aims at avoiding this manual intervention by mining attributes from language resources (see Fig. 1(a)).

In our experiments, and in line with part-based modeling in the vision literature, we found part attributes (e.g. flipper for animals, wheel for vehicles) to meet the above described desired characteristics. Part attributes can be mined in var-
ious ways from language resources, mostly obviously by using the explicit part relations encoded in WordNet. Here, we collect parts of all object class concepts of interest, including the parts of sub- and super-concepts recursively, resulting in 74 mined attributes\(^1\) (compared to 85 manually defined ones).

**Objectness as attributes.** Our third extension uses object class names as attribute signifiers, characterizing the extent to which object classes are alike, which we casually denote *objectness*. “Giraffiness”, for example, then characterizes a group of object classes that are sufficiently similar to the giraffe class. As for attributes in general, several objectness attributes can be combined to yield a more precise description of an object class. Similarity is again determined from semantic relatedness measures (see Fig. 1(c)).

Interestingly, objectness attributes tend to encode complementary information to more generic ones, such as part attributes, by nature: while part attributes are often shared across diverse object classes, objectness attributes tend to form groups of classes that are highly related. As an example, consider the “giant panda” (bear) class in Fig. 1: it shares the “paw” attribute with diverse classes, such as “tiger” and “gorilla”. On the other hand, similarity on the level of object classes yields “grizzly bear” and “polar bear” as the most similar classes.

### 3.2. Direct similarity-based classification

Similar in spirit to using objectness as attributes (see Sect. 3.1), but bypassing the level of indirect introduction by the attribute layer, we can use existing classifiers for known object classes \(y_1, \ldots, y_K\) directly for zero-shot classification of unseen classes \(z_1, \ldots, z_L\) (see Fig. 1(c), 2(b)). The particular choice of using a trained classifier for class \(y_k\) for classifying test class \(z_l\) depends on the similarity between the two, which can again be determined by using semantic relatedness measures.

This direct similarity model can be interpreted as a DAP model with \(M = K\) attributes, where each attribute corresponds to exactly one training class \(y_k\). We thus train classifiers for each class \(y_k\) to provide estimates of \(p(y_k|x)\) for a test image \(x\). In analogy to attribute-based classification (see Eq. (2)), the posterior of test image \(x\) is given as

\[
p(z|x) \propto \prod_{k=1}^{K} \left( \frac{p(y_k|x)}{p(y_k)} \right)^{y_k^z} ,
\]

where \(y_k^z\) can be a binary association variable between the known class \(y_k\) and an unknown class \(z\) as for attribute-based classification (see Eq. (2)). We found empirically that using continuous weights is beneficial for performance and thus report results consistently for \(y_k^z = w_{y_k}^z / \sum_{i=1}^{K} w_{y_i}^z\), assuming continuous weights \(w_{y_i}^z\) between \(z\) and \(y_k\). Similarly, we restrict the considered classifiers to the \(K = 5\) most similar ones in all experiments.

### 4. Text-based semantic relatedness

In this section, we describe the various linguistic knowledge bases and semantic relatedness (SR) measures that exploit natural language resources to gather information on the (visual) similarity of object classes or object class-attribute associations.\(^1\) The most widely used resources in Natural Language Processing to calculate SR of concepts are without doubt WordNet (as the largest machine readable expert-created language ontology), Wikipedia (as the largest online encyclopedia), and the World Wide Web (as the largest public text collection one can use). For each of these resources we select a single, representative semantic relatedness measure designed to operate on that particular linguistic resource, given that the measure 1) has been widely used in previous studies, and 2) is generally regarded as competitive in terms of performance compared to other measures operating on the same resource.

**WordNet and path length-based SR measures.** Language ontologies and wordnets in particular are the most popular sources of machine readable information about a language, representing lexicalized concepts, synonymy, concept definitions, and various semantic relations. WordNet\(^{12}\) is a large scale lexical database of the English language, originally intended as model of human lexical memory. English words are organized into concepts (synonym sets or synsets) according to synonymy and various lexical and semantic relations are provided between these concepts. Due to its impressive size (over 100,000 concepts) and richness in encoded semantic relations, WordNet became the most important expert-created source of language information.

SR measures on WordNet\(^{7}\) mostly use its graph structure (i.e., the encoded relations) to determine the path length between concepts or the shared information content of concepts. We use the similarity measure proposed by Lin\(^{21}\) that defines the similarity of two concepts \(c_1\) and \(c_2\) as

\[
sim_{Lin}(c_1, c_2) = \frac{2 \times IC(lcs)}{IC(c_1) + IC(c_2)},
\]

where \(lcs\) denotes the lowest common subsumer of the two concepts in the WordNet hierarchy (i.e., the lowest common hypernym) and IC denotes the information content of a concept. IC is computed as

\[
IC(c) = \log p(c) \text{ where } p(c) \text{ is the probability of encountering an instance of } c \text{ in a corpus. The probability } p(c) \text{ can be estimated from the relative corpus frequency of } c \text{ and the probabilities of all concepts that } c \text{ subsumes.}
\]

**Wikipedia and vector-based SR measures.** Web based co-occurrence measures for SR often suffer from the noisy nature of web content. Wikipedia has been proposed as a

\(^1\)All software for computing object class-attribute associations from linguistic knowledge bases and obtained intermediate results (lists of mined attributes, object class-attribute associations) are publicly available on our web pages.
source of background knowledge for calculating the semantic relatedness of words [15] and argued to provide a stable and noise-free resource w.r.t. this task.

Wikipedia is the largest online collaboratively built Encyclopedia, with more than 3 million articles for the English version. Wikipedia contains pages for concepts and each page provides a detailed and human edited description of the corresponding concept. In the past few years Wikipedia has been increasingly used as a source of world knowledge in Artificial Intelligence and Natural Language Processing in general and in text-based SR calculation in particular. Wikipedia-based SR measures are currently considered to be the state-of-the-art [31].

The Explicit Semantic Analysis (ESA) measure of Gabrilovich and Markovitch used here represents each term as a vector of Wikipedia concepts (according to their use in the corresponding articles) and measures semantic similarity as the cosine of the corresponding concept vectors (thus capturing distributional similarity of the terms over Wikipedia): \( \text{sim}_{ESA} = \frac{\mathbf{c}_1 \cdot \mathbf{c}_2}{|\mathbf{c}_1| |\mathbf{c}_2|} \).

**World Wide Web and hit-count based SR measures.** Apparently the largest source of (textual) information is the World Wide Web itself. Because of this, search results of web search engines (i.e., search hit counts (HC) or text snippets) have been extensively used in many Natural Language Processing applications to model lexical semantic knowledge. With respect to SR, various measures have been proposed that use hit counts to measure term co-occurrence information as an indicator of term relatedness [17]. In our study, we used Yahoo to gather hit count information from the Web. From the many variants proposed in the literature we used the Dice coefficient to measure the similarity of word pairs \( \text{sim}_{DICE}(t_1, t_2) = \frac{HC(t_1, t_2)}{HC(t_1) + HC(t_2)} \), where HC represents the hit counts for a given term (or the term pair).

In connection with part attributes (see Sect. 3.1), we can refine web-based SR by making explicit use of part-whole (holonym) relations [5]. This is achieved by formulating web queries including holonym patterns, such as “elephant’s tusks” or “patches of leopards”. In particular, we use nine holonym patterns suggested by [5] excluding “in” patterns, since these often denote non-visible object class properties or parts.

**Web image search and hit-count based SR measures.** The World Wide Web provides a natural opportunity to derive more visually oriented SR measures: using the same methods as described above, i.e., web search and Dice coefficient to calculate SR, we can restrict our search to image-related texts (captions, anchor texts, etc.) by using an image search engine like Yahoo Image Search or to human-assigned image tags and description using a collaborative photo management and sharing application like Flickr’s search functionality. Performing image-related searches to approximate relatedness of concepts, we expect to get a more visually relevant relatedness measure.

**Binarization and normalization.** Since attribute-based zero-shot classification (see Sect. 3.1) requires binary associations between object classes and attributes, we binarize the continuous similarity values returned by SR measures as in [19], by a global threshold on the continuous-valued association matrix. The threshold is set to the mean of all matrix entries (we exclude the diagonal for objectness as it contains the similarity of a term with itself). This thresholding obviously requires the similarity values to be comparable across classes and attributes, which we achieve by normalization. We normalize matrix values by dividing by column and row sums prior to binarization.

## 5. Experiments

In this section, we apply the various zero-shot classification schemes presented in Sect. 3 to a publicly available dataset, namely, the Animals with Attributes (AwA) dataset introduced by [19]. In particular, we reproduce the previously reported results on attribute-based zero-shot classification relying on manual supervision, providing the basis for our evaluation. We then compare the performance of the different knowledge bases introduced in Sect. 4 in place of manual supervision and interpret the differences.

The dataset consists of 50 mammal object classes, each containing at least 92 images, paired with a human provided attribute inventory and corresponding object class-attribute associations [16, 23]. We follow the experimental protocol of [19], using the provided split into 40 training and 10 test classes (24,295 training, 6,180 test images). We also use the provided pre-computed feature descriptors, namely, RGB color histograms, SIFT, rgSIFT, PHOG, SURF, and local self-similarity histograms. In contrast to [19] we concatenate all features to a single vector instead of training independent SVMs.

For computational reasons, we depart slightly from the protocol of [19] in our main experiments. First, we downsample all training images to the minimum of 92 available images per class. Second, we use histogram intersection kernel SVMs [8] instead of \( \chi^2 \) kernel SVMs. For better comparison to [19], we reproduce their results using all training images and \( \chi^2 \) kernel SVMs as a reference and report the differences to our reduced setting.

**Results.** Tab. 1 gives zero-shot classification results in the form of area under ROC curve (AUC) scores for the ten individual test classes (first ten columns) and their average (last but one column). The last column gives the corresponding average multi-class classification accuracies. Each row of the table corresponds to a single classification experiment. The row-wise sections of the table mark the...
different variants of knowledge transfer ( Sect. 1: reproduction of the results of [19], Sect. 2: attribute-based classification using mined object class-attribute associations, Sect. 3: attribute-based classification using mined attributes, Sect. 4: attribute-based classification using objectness as attributes, Sect. 5: direct similarity-based classification). Each row-wise, numbered section (except Sect. 1) gives results for various knowledge bases in the same consistent ordering.

1. Reproduction of the results in [19]. Our implementation, closely following the settings in [19], using all available training images and \( \chi^2 \) kernel SVM, achieves an average AUC of 80.3% and corresponding multi-class classification accuracy of 40.3% (Tab. 1, Sect. 1). This is very close to 80.7% and 40.5% reported in [19], respectively. Downsampling the training set to 92 images per class and using histogram intersection kernel SVM decreases performance slightly, but not significantly, to 78.5% and 34.7%, respectively (Tab. 1, Sect. 1). All results that follow are based on this computationally more manageable setting.

2. Mined object class-attribute associations. We start by comparing the performance of the various knowledge bases using the original set of attributes proposed by [19], using semantic relatedness to determine class-attribute associations (Tab. 1, Sect. 2). We observe that Yahoo Img performs best on average (71.0% AUC), closely followed by Flickr Img (70.1%). This is expected since both are based on image-related texts and inherently capture important correlations between terms and visual attributes, which can be beneficial for recognition. The difference between Yahoo Img and Flickr Img is minor and may be in consequence of the generally smaller coverage of Flickr compared to the full web used by Yahoo Img. Similar performance is achieved by Wikipedia (69.7%). We attribute this to Wikipedia’s encyclopedic nature which provides concise and noise-free explanations of concepts.

Last are WordNet (60.5%) and Yahoo Web (60.4%). They show a significant drop in performance (≈ 10%) compared to the first three knowledge bases. For Yahoo Web this drop is due to an increased level of noise compared to image search or Wikipedia. In particular, we observed incidental co-occurrences on web pages and polysemous expressions (e.g. attribute term “pad”, class term “seal”) to have a negative effect on performance. Although incidental co-occurrences do not exist in WordNet, it does suffer from (non-disambiguated) polysemous terms. However, more important is the fact that path lengths are a poor indicator of semantic relatedness between object class and attribute concepts, as they are computed from hypernym hierarchies: since object classes and attributes are inherently different in nature, they are likely to lie in entirely different subtrees of the hypernym hierarchy. Consequently, path length is no longer representative for their semantic relatedness.

In an attempt to benefit from potentially complementary information from two different knowledge bases, we report additional results for the fusion of the two best competitors, Yahoo Img and Flickr Img. Fusion is performed by multiplying the respective class probabilities from both knowledge bases. In fact, this fusion performs slightly better than either individual knowledge base (71.6%).

In general, using knowledge bases for acquiring object class-attribute associations (at best 71.6%) performs consistently worse (≈ 7%) than using manually defined associations from [19] (78.5%). We acknowledge that this performance drop is significant, but stress that the information provided to the human judges is far more descriptive than the simplified terms used to query the knowledge bases. E.g. “nest” abbreviates the attribute “keeping their young in a designated, enclosed area”. We consider the obtained results, in connection with the significantly reduced amount of manual supervision, highly encouraging and an important contribution towards scalable recognition.

Above results are also reflected in the mined class-attribute associations. We start by comparing the performance of the various knowledge bases using the original set of attributes proposed by [19], using semantic relatedness to determine class-attribute associations (Tab. 1, Sect. 2). We observe that Yahoo Img performs best on average (71.0% AUC), closely followed by Flickr Img (70.1%). This is expected since both are based on image-related texts and inherently capture important correlations between terms and visual attributes, which can be beneficial for recognition. The difference between Yahoo Img and Flickr Img is minor and may be in consequence of the generally smaller coverage of Flickr compared to the full web used by Yahoo Img. Similar performance is achieved by Wikipedia (69.7%). We attribute this to Wikipedia’s encyclopedic nature which provides concise and noise-free explanations of concepts.

Last are WordNet (60.5%) and Yahoo Web (60.4%). They show a significant drop in performance (≈ 10%) compared to the first three knowledge bases. For Yahoo Web this drop is due to an increased level of noise compared to image search or Wikipedia. In particular, we observed incidental co-occurrences on web pages and polysemous expressions (e.g. attribute term “pad”, class term “seal”) to have a negative effect on performance. Although incidental co-occurrences do not exist in WordNet, it does suffer from (non-disambiguated) polysemous terms. However, more important is the fact that path lengths are a poor indicator of semantic relatedness between object class and attribute concepts, as they are computed from hypernym hierarchies: since object classes and attributes are inherently different in nature, they are likely to lie in entirely different subtrees of the hypernym hierarchy. Consequently, path length is no longer representative for their semantic relatedness.

In an attempt to benefit from potentially complementary information from two different knowledge bases, we report additional results for the fusion of the two best competitors, Yahoo Img and Flickr Img. Fusion is performed by multiplying the respective class probabilities from both knowledge bases. In fact, this fusion performs slightly better than either individual knowledge base (71.6%).

In general, using knowledge bases for acquiring object class-attribute associations (at best 71.6%) performs consistently worse (≈ 7%) than using manually defined associations from [19] (78.5%). We acknowledge that this performance drop is significant, but stress that the information provided to the human judges is far more descriptive than the simplified terms used to query the knowledge bases. E.g. “nest” abbreviates the attribute “keeping their young in a designated, enclosed area”. We consider the obtained results, in connection with the significantly reduced amount of manual supervision, highly encouraging and an important contribution towards scalable recognition.

Above results are also reflected in the mined class-attribute associations.
attribute associations. Although it is not always easy to judge if the associations are meaningful, we provide an example for the visual attribute “striped” to give an impression of the quality of mined similarities. In the following we list the four top ranked mammal classes for “striped” in decreasing order: Manual: zebra, tiger, skunk, raccoon; WordNet: elephant, seal, mouse, bat; Wikipedia: zebra, skunk, tiger, Chihuahua; Yahoo Web: zebra, collie, Dalmatian, polar bear; Yahoo Img: zebra, skunk, tiger, Persian cat; Flickr Img: skunk, tiger, zebra, leopard.

3. Mined attributes (and associations). Sect. 3 of Tab. 1 gives results for using automatically mined (part) attributes instead of manually defined ones, as presented in Sect. 2 of Tab. 1, fully avoiding any kind of manual supervision. Disregarding Yahoo Holonyms, we found Wikipedia, Yahoo Img, and Flickr Img again to perform best (66.0%, 65.2%, 64.6%) with a significant margin to the next best knowledge bases (WordNet 59.8%, Yahoo Web 57.4%). This is consistent with the results for manually defined attributes and underpins the differences between the knowledge bases highlighted above.

Moving from manually defined to automatically mined attributes results in a general drop in performance for the measures discussed above. We attribute this to the reduced number of attributes (85 to 74) and the reduced diversity of attributes (colors, context, parts etc. versus parts only).

For automatically mined attributes we give additional results for a specific flavor of Yahoo Web which allows to formulate queries specifically tailored towards part attributes (Yahoo Holonyms, see end of Sect. 4). The resulting semantic relatedness estimates clearly benefit from this specificity, obtaining the best performance of 69.9%, which is comparable to the previously reported results for manually defined attributes. The fusion of the best two, Wikipedia and Yahoo Holonyms, is again beneficial (71.6%) and on par with manually defined attributes.

4. Objectness as attributes. Sect. 4 of Tab. 1 gives results for using objectness as attributes for attribute-based classification. Specifically, we use all 50 class names as attribute signifiers. Yahoo Img is again best (74.1%). In contrast to sections 2 and 3, WordNet (71.2%) gains relative performance and performs second best: using objects (objectness) as attributes renders the corresponding concepts perfectly comparable to object classes with respect to the hypernym hierarchy. Path length becomes a valid measure of semantic relatedness. Next are Yahoo Web (66.7%) and Wikipedia (66.4%). Although Flickr Img performs on average slightly better (68.5%), it could not yield results for all test classes due to a lack in coverage: the user provided text content does often not provide sufficient statistics for co-occurring object classes. The fusion of the best two, WordNet and Yahoo Img is again beneficial (76.1%).

5. Direct similarity. Sect. 5 of Tab. 1 gives results for zero-shot classification based on direct similarity between object classes. We observe that most knowledge bases show very similar and sometimes even slightly better performance compared to using manually defined object class-attribute associations (Yahoo Img 78.8%, Flickr Img 77.8%, Yahoo Web 77.7%, Wikipedia 76.6%, fusion Yahoo Img & Flickr 78.9%, fusion of all 79.7%). Only WordNet performs worse (73.4%). This is in line with the observation that for a given test class, the 5 chosen most similar classifiers used for zero-shot classification are quite reliable on average and generally similar among the different knowledge bases. Even more importantly, the direct similarity model circumvents the need for an intermediate attribute layer, effectively eliminating one potential source of noise from the process: while a specific classifier used in direct similarity-based classification is guaranteed to be trained from appropriate training data, the training set of an attribute classifier is determined using (noisy) semantic relatedness measures.

Training class images in the test set. Although the data set and testing protocol suggested by [19] provides a valuable resource for zero-shot classification experiments, it exhibits a distinct property that may lead to a biased view on the results. Namely, the set of object classes used for training and test is disjoint: a zero-shot classifier under test is never challenged to distinguish a previously unseen class from one it actually knows. We expect this distinction to be difficult, since it asks for classifying as negatives those classes that have been used as positive examples during training.

We visualize this effect in Fig. 3, where we plot AUC for the best performing methods per section of Tab. 1, varying the number of training class images which we inject as negatives to the test set. The horizontal axis denotes the number of injected training class images not actually used for training (these images exist due to the down-sampled training set). As expected, we observe performance drops for objectness (Yahoo Img) and direct similarity (Yahoo Img) for added negatives. In contrast to this, all classi-
fiers based on generic attributes (mined associations (Yahoo Img), mined Attributes (Yahoo Holonyms), and manually defined attributes & associations) seemingly generalize better over added negatives, which we explain by their complementary nature (see Sect. 3.1). They tend to form groups of more diverse object classes than objectness attributes, and thus limit the influence of specific (positive) training classes appearing as negatives in the test set.

Summary. In summary, we conclude that Yahoo Img is unparalleled with respect to coverage and precision. It outperforms most other knowledge bases in attribute-, objectness-, and direct similarity-based classification approaches, reaching a level of performance comparable to manually defined object class-attribute associations for direct similarity-based classification. Flickr Img is always inferior to Yahoo Img due to smaller coverage. Wikipedia achieves similar performance as web image search. Yahoo Web and WordNet provide competitive results only for inter-object similarity. Fusion of complementary knowledge bases always helps. Considering the different zero-shot classification approaches, objectness as attributes and direct similarity-based classification are superior to both manually defined and automatically mined attributes and can even level manually provided object class-attribute associations.

6. Conclusions

Having recognized knowledge transfer as a promising route to scalable recognition, we believe that further reducing the needed amount of manual supervision is a vital ingredient for making it a widely applicable tool for computer vision. In this paper, we demonstrate that manual supervision can in principle be fully replaced by tapping into linguistic knowledge bases\(^1\), by the example of zero-shot object class recognition. Although this leads to a decrease in classification accuracy for attribute-based classification, direct similarity-based classifiers achieve performance on par with manual supervision. In our evaluation, we observe that the different characteristics of knowledge bases often result in largely different results. In particular, Yahoo image search and Wikipedia are always among the best choices while Yahoo web search and WordNet are especially inferior for attribute-based associations.
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